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Abstract—Spikes are the currency in central nervous systems
for information transmission and processing. They are also
believed to play an essential role in low-power consumption
of the biological systems, whose efficiency attracts increasing
attentions to the field of neuromorphic computing. However,
efficient processing and learning of discrete spikes still remains as
a challenging problem. In this paper, we make our contributions
towards this direction. A simplified spiking neuron model is firstly
introduced with effects of both synaptic input and firing output
on membrane potential being modeled with an impulse function.
An event-driven scheme is then presented to further improve the
processing efficiency. Based on the neuron model, we propose
two new multi-spike learning rules which demonstrate better
performance over other baselines on various tasks including
association, classification, feature detection. In addition to effi-
ciency, our learning rules demonstrate a high robustness against
strong noise of different types. They can also be generalized
to different spike coding schemes for the classification task,
and notably single neuron is capable of solving multi-category
classifications with our learning rules. In the feature detection
task, we re-examine the ability of unsupervised STDP with its
limitations being presented, and find a new phenomenon of losing
selectivity. In contrast, our proposed learning rules can reliably
solve the task over a wide range of conditions without specific
constraints being applied. Moreover, our rules can not only detect
features but also discriminate them. The improved performance
of our methods would contribute to neuromorphic computing as
a preferable choice.
Index Terms—Spiking neural networks, multi-spike learning,
feature extraction, STDP, robust recognition, neuromorphic com-
puting.
I. INTRODUCTION
HUMAN brain has shown remarkable abilities on variouscognitive tasks such as recognition, decision making,
learning and memory, while operates with an extraordinarily
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low consumption of power and a fast speed of cognition [1]–
[4]. The excellence of the brain has inspired increasing efforts
being devoted to understanding the principles how it operates
as well as applying those principles to endow artificial systems
with a similar ability on information processing as the brain.
The perceptron [5] is one of the earliest brain-inspired
attempt to build artificial neurons to learn for recognition.
Starting from the perceptron model, artificial neural networks
(ANNs) have drawn a great amount of attentions in the
trend of artificial intelligence (AI). Driven by advances in a
class of techniques called deep learning, ANNs have been
thriving with a great success in tackling problems across
diverse fields including image and speech recognition, natural
language processing, autonomous driving and bioinformatics
[6]. Despite of their popularity, one of the major criticisms
for current deep learning methods comes from the lack of
biological plausibility. Additionally, deep ANNs are almost
always trained on very fast and power-hungry modern day
supercomputers with Graphic Processing Units (GPUs), lead-
ing to a challenge of running these networks on low-power
devices. Substantial efforts are invested to improve the effi-
ciency of ANNs [7]. However, there is still a huge gap in the
efficiency as is compared to their biological counterparts, let
alone the superior cognitive abilities of the brain. Therefore,
it is desired to develop networks which are efficient on one
hand and biologically plausible on the other hand to a certain
extent.
Neurons in ANNs and their biological counterparts differ
at least in the way how they communicate with each other.
Artificial neurons use analog values while biological ones take
advantage of spikes. It is believed that discrete spikes play an
essential role in efficient processing [1], [8], [9]. Inspired by
neuroscience, preliminary neuromorphic approaches from both
software and hardware have been introduced to harness the ad-
vantages of biological systems [3], [10]–[15]. Efficiency is one
of the key focuses especially considering the fundamental in-
efficiency and non-scalability of the von Neumann architecture
[3]. However, the learning capabilities of current neuromorphic
hardware are relatively simple and limited due to the complex
dynamics of the spiking agents [8], [16], [17]. On the other
hand, the complexity of the spike processing and learning in
software restricts their implementations on hardware. Thus, the
gap between the two worlds motivates our study in this work
towards efficient processing and learning with spikes, while
bearing in mind the simplicity for implementation and the
feasibility for potential developments in practical applications.
The fundamental currency in nervous systems is spikes,
where information could be carried by the number of spikes,
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2their occurrence time or their shapes [1], [18], [19]. In order to
emulate abilities of biological neurons on processing spikes,
spiking neuron models are developed, and are believed to
possibly lead a new generation of ANNs [20], [21]. Popular
spiking neuron models, such as Hodgkin-Huxley model [22],
[23], Izhikevich model [24], leaky-integrate-and-fire (LIF)
model [25] and spike response model (SRM) [20], are intro-
duced with certain levels of resembling behaviors of biological
neurons. These models differ from the degree on describing
details of neuronal dynamics, and thus their complexities vary
from one to another. Although LIF and SRM models are
relatively less biologically plausible as compared to the others,
their simpler forms and ease of processing make them nearly
the most commonly used spiking neuron models for brain-
inspired or neuromorphic computing [26]–[28].
Putting the processing units aside, how spikes can be
used for information transmission still remains unclear, which
restricts developments of spiking neural networks (SNNs) for
a broad range of applications [29]. The most two popular
coding assumptions are the rate and the temporal codes [1],
[2], [18], [30], [31]. A spike train conveys information with
its number of spikes (or firing rate) under a rate code, while
individual spike timing matters for representing information
under a temporal one. The rate code is simple and robust to
inter-spike-interval noise as it ignores the temporal structure
of the spike train [32], [33]. Such a rate code enhances the
similarity between the non-spiking artificial neurons in ANNs
and the spiking ones in SNNs, and thus rendering comparable
performance in recognition tasks [14], [34]. On the other hand,
the temporal code has a high information-carrying capacity as
a result of making full use of the temporal structure [35], [36].
This makes the temporal code an appealing one for efficient
processing [26], [37]. Most spiking frameworks or learning
systems solely rely on a single coding scheme, but cannot be
generalized, limiting their capabilities of utilizing advantages
of different codes, as well as of exploring processing principles
of the biological systems.
Unavoidably, the learning capability is an essential charac-
teristic that is required for building cognitive artificial neural
systems. The learning determines how neurons adapt their
synaptic efficacies in response to the inputs in a way such
that they could fit the environment to solve certain cognitive
tasks. Therefore, we mainly focus on the learning in this work
due to this importance.
Inspired by neuroscience, various learning rules have been
discovered and developed in recent years. Hebbian learning
is one of the earliest principles describing how neuronal
connections are modified [38], and it can be simply stated as
“neurons that fire together, wire together.” Increasing exper-
imental observations demonstrate that synaptic modification
depends on tight temporal correlations between the spikes of
pre- and post-synaptic neurons, leading to a temporally asym-
metric form of Hebbian learning, the spike-timing-dependent
plasticity (STDP) [38]–[40]. STDP enables neuron to process
information in an unsupervised way [41], [42], but its depen-
dence on temporal contiguity could limit its applicability [14],
[30], [43].
Different supervised learning rules have been developed to
train spiking neurons. The tempotron is an efficient learning
rule that trains neurons to make decisions by binary behavior
of firing or not, being reminiscent of the perceptron but with
an additional time dimension being involved [43]. The binary
response of the tempotron could constrain neuron’s ability to
fully utilize the temporal structure of the output [44], steering
efforts to a family of learning rules which can train neurons to
fire at desired times [27], [45]–[49]. However, how to construct
an instructor signal with precise timings is challenging for both
artificial and biological systems [29], [50]. Moreover, most
of these supervised spike learning rules are designed for a
temporal code, limiting their generalization to other schemes
such as a rate one [44], [51].
Recently, a supervised multi-spike tempotron (MST) rule
[28] is developed to train a neuron to fire a desired number
of spikes, which empowers it to discover sensory features
embedded in a complex background activity. This kind of
multi-spike learning rule provides a new way for processing
information under a broad range of coding schemes and has
shown good performance on some sound recognition tasks
[52]. Improved modifications have been developed in [44],
[53], along with detailed evaluations of different properties
as well as theoretical proofs on convergence and robustness.
However, their complexity with respect to both learning and
processing would limit their applicability to a large-scale
and efficient neuromorphic developments. In this work, we
will continue to contribute towards this supervised multi-
spike learning with simplicity, efficiency and capabilities of
information processing bearing in mind. We focus more on
extending the potential applicability of multi-spike learning
rules by providing efficient alternatives. The significance of
our major contributions can be highlighted in the following
aspects.
• A simplified LIF neuron model is introduced for efficient
processing of spikes, making it valuable for both software
and hardware implementations. This is significantly im-
portant especially with considerations of the highly com-
plex nonlinear dynamics of a spiking model. Additionally,
an event-driven scheme, where computation is driven by
spikes, is described in our framework, further benefiting
the efficiency for both processing and learning of spikes.
• We propose two new approaches for multi-spike learn-
ing, namely efficient multi-spike learning (EML) and
an alternative relying only on neuron’s current response
(named as EMLC where ‘C’ stands for ‘current’). The
efficient performance of our learning rules together with
their simplicity and computational capabilities contribute
to build large scale neuromorphic systems which could
potentially drive a paradigm shift on processing towards
more brain-like.
• We evaluate the performance of our learning rules on
a broad range of typical tasks including efficient pro-
cessing, multi-category classification and robustness, with
comparisons to other baseline methods, demonstrating the
advanced performance of our work. Our results thus can
further provide useful reference for applied developments
of neuromorphic systems.
3• The ability of spike learning rules on feature detection
from background activities is evaluated with a specific
interest due to its importance on perception. Notably, we
re-examine the unsupervised learning with STDP on this
task, observing a new finding about loss of detection after
sufficient learning. On the contrary, our proposed rules
show better performance on not only detection but also
discrimination in a more challenging task. These prefer-
able performances make our algorithms a potential tool
for processing temporal information as well as for better
understanding computational principles of the brain.
The remainder of this paper is structured as follows. Sec-
tion II introduces our proposed approaches for spike process-
ing and learning. Section III then shows our experimental
results, followed by discussions in Section IV. Finally, we
conclude our work in Section V.
II. METHODS
In this section, we will introduce the methods proposed
in our work for spike processing and learning. Firstly, we
describe an efficient neuron model, followed by descriptions of
an event-driven scheme. Then, two new supervised multi-spike
learning rules are proposed. Additionally, we also introduce
the STDP rule that is used as a benchmark in our feature
detection task.
A. Neuron Model
The simplicity of LIF and SRM neuron models makes them
the most commonly used ones in neuromorphic computing.
An LIF neuron model can be mapped to SRM with certain
defined spike response functions [20]. Therefore, we start with
a current-based leaky integrate-and-fire neuron model due to
its simplicity and analytical tractability. Following a typical
description of an LIF [20], our neuron model is given as
dV
dt
= −1
τ
V (t) + Iin(t) + Iout(t) (1)
where τ represents the time constant of neuron’s membrane
potential, V , Iin and Iout model the inputs from pre-synaptic
neurons and firing reset dynamics, respectively. The units of
all parameters except τ are set to 1 for a general description.
We set the two inputs in a simple form as
Iin(t) =
N∑
i=1
wi
∑
tji≤t
δ(t− tji ) (2)
Iout(t) = −ϑ
∑
tjs<t
δ(t− tjs) (3)
Here, δ(t) is a unit impulse function where its value is 1 at
t = 0 and 0 elsewhere. It represents the occurrence of a spike
from either pre-synaptic neurons (tji ) or neuron’s own output
(tjs ). N and wi denote the number of pre-synaptic channels and
their corresponding synaptic efficacy, respectively. ϑ represents
the firing threshold of the neuron where a spike will be elicited
whenever the neuron’s membrane potential crosses it.
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Fig. 1. Demonstration of the evolving dynamics of the spiking neuron
model. A, an exemplary spike pattern which contains 10 afferent neurons firing
certain numbers of spikes (denoted by dots) across time. B, the corresponding
synaptic weights (w) of a postsynaptic neuron receiving spikes from these
afferents. C, the resulting membrane potential dynamics of the neuron in
response to the pattern in A. The dashed line represents the firing threshold,
ϑ. D, demonstration of the post-synaptic potential kernel, κ.
Integrating Eq. (1) with substitutions of Iin and Iout, we
get a form of SRM as
V (t) =
N∑
i=1
wi
∑
tji≤t
κ(t− tji )− ϑ
∑
tjs<t
κ(t− tjs) (4)
where κ(t) = exp(−t/τ) is an exponential kernel describing
the influence of spikes on membrane potential. κ(t) is causal
and thus vanishes for t < 0. Notably, kernel κ is resulted from
our model description in Eq. (1), but it can be generalized to
other choices with the basic form of Eq. (4) being preserved.
A neuron continuously integrates afferent spikes into its
membrane potential, and generates output spikes whenever a
firing condition is matched. As can be seen from Fig. 1, each
afferent spike will result in a post-synaptic potential (PSP),
whose peak value is controlled by the synaptic efficacy, w.
In the absence of input spikes, neuron’s membrane potential
will gradually decay to the rest level, Vrest, and we set it
to 0 here. Whenever the membrane potential crosses neuron’s
firing threshold, an output spike is elicited, followed by a reset
dynamics.
Our neuron model shares certain similarity with that in other
studies [28], [43], [44] where a double-exponential kernel
K(t) is adopted as
K(t) = V0 [exp (−t/τm)− exp (−t/τs)] (5)
Here, V0 is a constant parameter that normalizes the peak
of K(t) to unity. τm and τs are the time constants for
membrane and synaptic currents which are set to 20 and 5
ms, respectively, as a typically common choice.
Importantly, the simplicity of our model can benefit both
processing and learning of spikes, without loss of performance
on cognitive tasks like recognition and feature detection. Spike
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Fig. 2. Effects of neuron time constants on its membrane potential dynamics.
All voltage traces are shown under a super-threshold scenario to relieve the
firing nonlinearity. The orange line represents a typical neuron model equipped
with a kernel K(t) described in Eq. (5), where τm and τs are set to 20 and
5 ms, respectively. The other lines are traces of our neuron model with time
constants of 0.5τ (light gray), τ (black) and 1.5τ (gray) where τ is set to
result in a same temporal integration effect as K(t) (see text for details).
response kernels reflect the ability of neurons to integrate
information over time (see Fig. 2). Larger τ covers longer
duration of time, and thus results in collection of more infor-
mation in the past. Due to this temporal integration over time,
the effects of different kernels on neuron’s membrane potential
can be approximated following
∫
K(t)dt =
∫
κ(t)dt, and thus
we can set τ according to it.
B. Event-Driven Scheme
Following the approach in [44], we adopt an event-driven
computation for efficient processing. This event-driven ap-
proach is more efficient than a clock-based one because it
does not depend on a step size for simulation, thus reducing
computational operations to be linearly related to the total
number of input spikes (n). Moreover, exact solutions can be
obtained with the event-driven approach without constraints
from the time resolution for simulation in a clock-based one.
We consider a stream of input spikes t1 ≤ t2 . . . ≤ tn with
w1, w2, . . . , wn denoting the corresponding synaptic weights
associated with each spike. According to Eq. (4), neuron’s
membrane potential can be rewritten as
V (tk) = V (tk−1) exp (−∆k−1/τ) + wk (6)
where ∆k−1 = tk−tk−1 denotes the inter-spike interval before
the k-th input spike. Notably, Eq. (6) describes the membrane
potential without firing reset. If a neuron’s potential is greater
than its firing threshold, a reset dynamic will be involved to
update its potential. Algorithm 1 shows the abstract scheme
for our event-driven computation.
Notably, following a similar routine, the above event-driven
approach can be easily transformed to a clock-based one where
∆k is replaced by a fixed time step. In this work, we adopt
the event-driven scheme.
Algorithm 1: Event-driven computation
1 function Response (S);
Input : Spike pattern S = {tk|k = 1, 2, ..., n}
Output: Number of output spikes no
2 initialization;
3 while there is a new incoming spike tk do
4 update membrane potential V (tk) according to
Eq. (6);
5 while V (tk) > ϑ do
6 update V (tk) with firing reset dynamics
according to Eq. (1) or Eq. (4);
7 no ← no + 1;
8 end
9 end
10 return no;
C. Multi-Spike Learning Rules
Recently, a multi-spike tempotron (MST) rule is proposed
to train neurons with a desired number of spikes [28], leading
a new family of plasticity rules (here referred as multi-spike
learning rules in this paper). Two threshold-driven plasticity
(TDP1 and TDP2) rules are developed depending on the linear
assumption around threshold crossing [44], and improved
performance has been demonstrated. Here, we continue to
contribute to this new family of learning rules with efficiency
mainly considered for processing and learning. In this work,
we propose two new approaches, i.e. EML and EMLC, as
follows.
1) The EML rule: The first rule we proposed is called
efficient multi-spike learning (EML) which is based on the
spike-threshold-surface (STS), like MST [28] and TDP [44].
STS characterizes the relation between neuron’s actual output
spike number and its firing threshold. A higher threshold value
normally results in a lower number of output spikes. According
to this property, critical thresholds ϑ∗k can be highlighted as the
position at which point neuron’s output spike number jumps
from k − 1 to k. Therefore, modifications of these critical
threshold values can result in a desired output spike number,
but the challenge is how to change them.
Each critical threshold value ϑ∗k corresponds to a voltage
described by Eq. (4), and thus it is a function of the synaptic
weights wi and differentiable with respect to them. We define
the maximum of subthreshold voltages for a given ϑ as
vmax(ϑ). Consider a ϑ∗ as the threshold, we assume there
exists a t∗ such that V (t∗) = vmax(ϑ∗) = ϑ∗. There could
exist a number of output spikes that occur before t∗, and
thus complicates the derivative evaluations [28], [29]. In our
method, we find the dependence through previous output
spikes can be neglected. This is because that for any preceding
output spikes j, ∃ξ > 0 such that V (tjs)−ϑ > ξ. A sufficiently
small change on w will hardly affect tjs . The derivative of ϑ
∗
with respect to wi is denoted as ϑ∗
′
i , and can thus be given as
ϑ∗
′
i =
∂V (t∗)
∂wi
=
∑
tji≤t∗
κ(t∗ − tji ) (7)
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Fig. 3. Illustration of long-term potentiation (LTP) and long-term depression
(LTD) plasticity rules of different multi-spike algorithms. Top, plasticity relies
on critical thresholds, ϑ∗k , of the neuron’s spike-threshold-surface (STS).
Vertical dashed line denotes the threshold of the neuron. Bottom, plasticity
only depends on the current dynamics of the neuron in response to a pattern.
The red circle illustrates the minimum of reset potentials at all output spike
times, tjs . The blue circle denotes the maximum of sub-threshold potentials.
According to Eq. (7), a training method can thus be de-
veloped to adapt critical thresholds via changes of synaptic
efficacies. Among many possible objectives, we choose one
of the simplest that only considers ϑ∗no and ϑ
∗
no+1 with no
denoting the actual output spike number. The supervised signal
is the difference between the number of no and nd. The target
is to train the neuron to elicit a desired number of spikes, nd.
The learning rule can be given as
∆w =
{
−λdϑ
∗
no
dw if no > nd
λ
dϑ∗no+1
dw if no < nd
(8)
where dϑ∗k/dw represents the directive evaluation calculated
according to Eq. (7), and λ is a learning rate that controls
the step size of each adaption. The essential idea of this rule
(see Fig. 3) is to decrease (increase) the critical values that
are bigger (smaller) than ϑ with an LTD (LTP) process if a
neuron fails to elicit a desired number of spikes.
2) The EMLC rule: The rules of MST, TDP and also as-
proposed EML are all based on STS, and thus we refer them
as STS-based rules. These methods depend on evaluations of
critical thresholds as well as their derivatives with respect to
synaptic efficacy, which is complex and could thus slow down
the processing. Our preliminary attempt [53] has demonstrated
great improvement on efficiency by combining both the tem-
potron and PSD rules. Here, we further our study by proposing
a new approach where only neuron’s current states of response
are considered. We name this rule as EMLC (here ‘C’ stands
for ‘current’).
Intuitively, one quick way to change the output spike
number is to directly modify the voltages that are close to
the neuron’s threshold. Following this idea, we choose the
time point at the maximum subthreshold voltage to perform
LTP, and denote this time point as tLTP. For the LTD process,
we select the time point, tLTD, where the voltage after firing
reset is the minimum among all output spikes. An illustration
of the plasticity is shown in Fig. 3. The EMLC rule can thus
be formalized as
∆w =
{
−λ∂V (tLTD)∂w if no > nd
λ∂V (tLTP)∂w if no < nd
(9)
According to Eq. (9), a neuron can thus learn to fire a
desired number of spikes based on its current states rather
than STS.
D. Unsupervised STDP Rule for Comparison
Here, we introduce the unsupervised STDP learning rule
adopted as a baseline in the subsequent task of feature de-
tection. As the unsupervised STDP learning rule is widely
studied in spike-based processing [42], [54] and demonstrated
capability of detecting features from background activities, so
we choose it for a clear comparison with our supervised multi-
spike method.
Different from approaches in [42], [54] where ‘nearest
spike’ approximation is applied for the learning, we use a more
general STDP learning rule where every pair of pre- and post-
synaptic spikes will contribute a synaptic change (see Fig. 4).
LTD
LTP
pre
post
Fig. 4. Demonstration of spike-timing-dependent plasticity (STDP). The
weight modulation, ∆w, depends on the time difference between the pre-
and post-synaptic spike timings, ∆t = tpre − tpost. The top presents the
learning window, while the bottom shows exemplary spikes from both pre-
and post-synaptic neurons.
The basic STDP rule can be formalized as
∆w =
{
Ap exp(∆t/τp) if ∆t ≤ 0
−An exp(−∆t/τn) if ∆t > 0
(10)
where ∆t = tpre − tpost denotes the time difference between
a pair of pre- and post-synaptic spikes. Ap and An are the
modulation magnitudes for LTP and LTD, respectively. τp and
6τn are the corresponding time constants of the STDP learning
window.
E. Momentum
A momentum scheme could accelerate the learning [43], and
thus it is applied in our study. The actual performed synaptic
update ∆w is composed of two parts: the current modification,
∆wcurrent, that is determined by the corresponding learning
rules, and a fraction of the previous applied update ∆wprevious.
Therefore, in each error trial, the resulting synaptic update is
as
∆w = ∆wcurrent + µ∆wprevious (11)
where µ ∈ [0, 1] is the momentum parameter determining the
fraction of the previous update.
III. SIMULATION RESULTS
In order to better benchmark performances of our learning
rules, we show simulation results in this section including
derivative evaluation, learning efficiency and capabilities for
classification and feature detection, etc. The default setups
for the number of connected pre-synaptic afferents and the
learning rate are as: N = 500 and λ = 10−4, respectively.
Neuron’s synaptic efficacies (weights) are initialized with both
the mean and standard deviation being set to 0.01. Input spike
patterns are generated over a time window of T = 500 ms with
each afferent neuron firing at a Poisson rate of rin = 4 Hz over
T . Different setups from the default will be stated otherwise.
Our experiments were performed on a platform of Intel E5-
2650@2.20GHz with two-processor Intel(R) Core CPU and
16GB main memory.
A. Derivative Evaluation
In addition to the rationale of our proposed EML rule
introduced above, here we show its derivative evaluation with
a similarity metric where the evaluation is compared to the the-
oretical derivative whose value is approximated numerically.
Following the approach in [44], the theoretical derivative is
calculated as
ϑ∗(wi + ξ)− ϑ∗(wi)
ξ
(12)
where ξ is an infinitesimal change on weight. The similarity
metric between two vectors, e.g., ~x and ~y, is calculated as
cos(θ) =
~x · ~y
|~x||~y| (13)
Here, ~x and ~y are two vectors representing the derivative
evaluation of a method and the theoretical one, respectively.
In Fig. 5, we present the evaluations of TDP1, TDP2 and
EML rules with this metric. As can be seen from the figure,
both TDP1 and TDP2 methods will slowly diverge from
the theoretical evaluation when n∗out increases. The vector
angles will stay around 60◦ when n∗out is large, indicating a
positive component contribution towards the same direction
as the theoretical one. We will denote TDP1 as TDP in
our following experiments to provide detailed benchmarks.
Notably, our proposed EML rule provides a perfect match with
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Fig. 5. Derivative evaluations of different STS-based rules. Their similarities,
cos(θ), with the theoretical one are presented against different critical output
numbers, n∗out. Each line and the corresponding shaded area denote the mean
and standard deviation over 100 independent evaluations.
the theoretical one due to the characteristics of our model.
In our method, the impact of synaptic efficacy via preceding
output spikes on ϑ∗ can be neglected, resulting in a simpler
and yet accurate evaluation of derivatives, and thus benefiting
both the processing and learning.
B. Learning Efficiency
In this part, we will examine the learning efficiency of
different multi-spike learning rules, including MST [28], TDP
[44], EML and EMLC. In the task, these learning rules need
to train neurons to elicit a desired number of output spikes,
and their training efficiencies are recorded for comparison.
In the first experiment, we set a relatively high firing rate
of rin = 6 Hz to increase the computational load. A neuron
was trained with an input spike pattern being presented to
it one time after another until it fires a desired spike number,
n∗out. Each pattern presence is denoted as one epoch. The total
training epochs and cpu times are recorded until successful
learning. Fig. 6 shows the learning efficiency versus different
choices of n∗out. When n
∗
out is small, the difference of these
rules with respect to training epochs is small. When n∗out
increases, TDP uses the least number of epochs to finish the
learning while MST is relatively slow as compared to others.
When we consider the actual execution time on cpu, both of
our proposed rules, i.e. EML and EMLC, are faster than those
baseline rules. Our EMLC is the most efficient one, with an
average over 10× faster than MST.
Different initial setups will result in a different number of
output spikes, and can thus affect the learning. To examine
the learning reliability over different initial cases, we conduct
our second experiment where different initial mean weights are
used to initialize synapses. In this task, we set rin = 10 Hz and
T = 1.0 s to further increase the computational load of each
neuron. Every neuron is trained to fire 10 spikes. Similarly,
training epochs and cpu times are recorded until successful
learning.
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Fig. 6. Efficiency of different multi-spike learning rules. A and B show
the convergence epochs and the corresponding cpu running time, respectively.
Neurons are trained with different rules to elicit certain output spike numbers,
n∗out, in response to a spike pattern. Data were collected over 100 independent
simulation runs.
As can be seen from Fig. 7, the learning speeds of all
multi-spike rules change with different initial mean weights
due to the incremental updating characteristics of the learning.
Different mean weights will result in different initial output
spike numbers, and thus the closer this value to the desired,
the faster the learning. Similar to the findings in Fig. 6, MST is
relatively slow as compared to the others. Both of our proposed
methods outperform the other two in terms of computational
efficiency, i.e. cpu time. EMLC is the fastest one among these
methods, and it is more than 10× efficient as is compared to
MST on average.
C. Learning to Classify Spike Patterns
Classification is a typical cognitive capability of most arti-
ficial intelligent agents [55]. In this experiment, we study the
ability of different rules on discriminating spike patterns of
different categories. Here we design a multi-category problem
with 3 classes as an example. The neuron parameters are
the same as previous except that the mean and standard
deviation of initial weights are set as 0 and 0.001, receptively.
Additionally, a momentum scheme [43], [44] with µ = 0.9 is
applied to accelerate the learning. We perform two different
tasks.
In the first task, we consider a spatiotemporal spike pattern
classification where each pattern is generated with rin = 2
Hz resulting in an average of one spike per synaptic channel
over the time window [47]–[49]. Three templates are randomly
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Fig. 7. Learning efficiency against different initial setup conditions, winitmean.
A and B show the convergence epochs and cpu execution time of different
learning rules. Data were averaged over 100 runs.
generated and then fixed after that. Spike patterns of each
category are instantiated by adding two types of noise to
the corresponding template: spike jitter noise σjit and spike
deletion noise pdel. We use σjit = 2 ms and pdel = 0.1 to train
neurons for different noise types. Three neurons are trained
with the multi-spike rules to elicit more than 20 spikes for their
corresponding target category and keep silent for the others.
A strict readout scheme is adopted to highlight the superiority
of the multi-spike learning over the binary one. During the
evaluation phase, one can choose different readout schemes to
inference the category of the input pattern. Here, we simply
select a decision spike number to be half as the one used for
training. That is, only if the corresponding neuron fires more
than 10 spikes, we refer it as a correct action, otherwise as
wrong. Note that, other readout schemes could also be applied
to further improve the performance such as a competing one
[29], but we use a simple scheme here to solely highlight the
learning capabilities of our methods.
As can be seen from Fig. 8, all the multi-spike learning
rules outperform the binary tempotron rule in terms of robust-
ness, indicating the advantages of exploiting output temporal
structure with multiple spikes. These multi-spike learning
rules can tolerate more than 100 ms jitter and 40% random
spike deletion with a high accuracy (100%) being preserved.
Notably, our proposed learning rules, i.e. EML and EMLC,
are more robust than the other multi-spike learning ones.
Moreover, our methods are more efficient (over 2×) than the
others with respect to the inference time after learning. There
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Fig. 8. Learning performance of different rules on spatiotemporal spike
pattern classification. A and B show the learning accuracy against spike jitter
noise (σjit) and spike deletion noise (pdel), respectively. In addition to the
multi-spike learning rules, the performance of the binary-spike tempotron rule
(‘BIN’) is also presented. Neurons in A and B are trained with σjit = 2 ms
and pdel = 0.1, respectively. C, inference time of neurons in A with both
σjit = 2 ms and pdel = 0.1 being imposed. Data were collected over 100
independent simulations.
is no significant difference on the inference time between EML
and EMLC since learning is not involved. This processing
efficiency could be beneficial for low-power devices.
In the second task, we examine the ability of our EML
rule to train a single neuron to solve the challenging multi-
category classification. Following a similar experimental setup
in [44], we consider two different scenarios where a time- or
rate-based coding scheme is used to generate spike patterns.
The generation of time-based spike patterns is similar to the
previous classification task. For the rate-based scenario, we
randomly generated 3 firing-rate templates where a random
half afferents have a low firing rate of 2 Hz while the other half
has 10 Hz. Each spike pattern is generated according to the
Poisson process every time, and thus information is carried by
the firing rates rather than precise spike timings. We train the
neuron with desired numbers of spikes in response to different
categories as: 5, 10 and 15. Fig. 9 shows that our learning rule
can successfully train a single neuron to perform the multi-
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Fig. 9. Capability of a single neuron to perform multi-category classifications
for both time- and rate-based spike patterns. The neurons is trained to classify
three categories by eliciting a number of spikes, nout, as: 5 (C1), 10 (C2)
and 15 (C3). Data were collected over 1000 evaluations.
category tasks for both time- and rate-based spike patterns.
This highlights that our learning rule can be generalized to
different coding schemes and might be applied to a broad
range of situations where how spikes are used to code the
information might be unclear.
D. Feature Detection with STDP
Previous studies show that neurons with STDP can detect
features from background activities in an unsupervised way
[41], [42], but the dependence of STDP on temporal contiguity
could limit its capability. In order to provide a good benchmark
for our methods on the feature detection task, we firstly re-
examine the ability of the well-known STDP for unsupervised
feature detection. The learning performance and its limitations
are highlighted.
We set Ap = 5 × 10−6, An = 0.72Ap, τp = 20 ms, and
τn = 40 ms, resulting in a domination of LTD over LTP as that
in [42]. This domination is required for the success of STDP as
it suppresses those non-selective spikes. Otherwise, the neuron
will experience an explosion of spikes without it. We use a
high initial weight setup with the mean and standard deviation
being set to 0.05 and 0.01 respectively. This is because STDP
depends on the appearance of output spikes and thus high
initial values can result in more spikes to facilitate the learning.
We construct a random feature pattern with 4 Hz of afferent
firing rate over a time window of 100 ms. This feature is
randomly embedded by replacement in a background activity
of 5 s (called a trial pattern here) with the same firing rate
as the feature. We set the occurrence rate of the feature to
3 Hz. Then, a background firing noise of 1 Hz is added to
finalize the trial pattern. Each training cycle consists of 10 trial
patterns. In the evaluation phase, we use a specific scheme
to reliably evaluate the neuron’s response to spike patterns.
Specifically, a background pattern (Pφ) with a time window
of 2 s is firstly generated, and then is fed to the neuron with a
resulting output spike number (Rφ) being recorded. A feature
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Fig. 10. Feature detection with STDP. A, neuron’s response to both
background and feature spike patterns along the training cycles. Solid lines and
shaded areas denote the mean and standard deviation, respectively. Data were
collected over 1000 evaluations. Six typical phases (‘B1’-‘B6’) were marked
to demonstrate the behavior of the neuron along learning. B, the dynamics of
the neuron, at different phases marked in A, in response to a sample spike
pattern trial. Each black dot in the pattern represents a spike and only 4% of
the afferents are presented for a better visualization. Appearance of feature is
highlighted with the shaded blue bars. ‘B1’-‘B6’ show the voltage traces and
red dots represent the output spikes.
pattern (or background with the same length of time as the
feature) is inserted in the middle of Pφ, and then we record
the neuron’s response to it as Rf (or Rb accordingly). The
difference between Rf (or Rb) and Rφ is used as a response
measurement. In this way, we can eliminate the reset effect
on the neuron. Notably, we additionally constrain synaptic
weights to fall between 0 and 0.1. This constraint is essential
for the success of STDP, like that in [42], [54].
Fig. 10 shows the learning dynamics of STDP for unsu-
pervised feature detection. Initially, the neuron fires at a high
rate in response to both background and feature patterns (B1).
Then, the neuron gradually depresses its response to back-
ground toward zero, and selectivity on feature pattern starts to
appear (B2). The learning enters a plateau of selectivity (B2-
B4). During this phase, neuron learns to find the starts of the
feature pattern (B4), a characteristic of STDP which is similar
to [42], [54]. Differently, we find in our study that the neuron
will gradually lose this selectivity for further learning (B4-
B6). This is due to the domination of LTD which decreases
synaptic efficacies to a level that neuron will rarely fire. Our
new finding suggests that the domination of LTD is beneficial
for the learning at the beginning on one hand, but probably a
disaster for further learning on the other hand. Proper balance
and tuning for the success of STDP are just required.
E. Feature Detection with Multi-Spike Learning
In this part, we examine the ability of our multi-spike
learning rules for feature detection. We perform two different
tasks. A momentum of µ = 0.9 is adopted to accelerate the
learning [43], [44].
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Fig. 11. Feature detection with the EML rule under different initial condi-
tions, winitmean. Both the initial firing rate of the neuron and the convergence
cycles of the learning are presented. Data were collected over 100 independent
runs.
In the first task, our EML rule is applied to solve the same
task as above with STDP. Differently, we do not impose any
constraints on weights. Additionally, we evaluate our learning
performance over a broad range of initial setups, winitmean to
examine the learning reliability. Fig. 11 shows the learning
performance of our EML rule. Different values of winitmean can
result in a different initial firing rate ranging from 0 to tens
of Hz. Our EML rule can successfully learn the task over all
the given setups without any failure, suggesting the reliability
of our learning rule. On contrast, this broad range of setups
would be a disaster for STDP. For example, when there is no
output spikes (with a small winitmean), there will be no learning
for STDP at all. Differently, our learning rule can converge
much faster than the unsupervised STDP learning.
In the second task, we consider a more challenging one
where multiple activity patterns are embedded in the back-
ground. Similar to the task in [44], we set 6 patterns with
half being selected as features and the rest as distractors.
Different from the previous trial generation, we first generate
a background pattern of 2 s, and then randomly insert activity
patterns into it. The occurrence number of each activity pattern
over the trial is randomly generated by a Poisson process with
mean of 3. The time window of the resulting trial pattern thus
has a mean value of 3.8 s. A background noise of 1 Hz is then
added to the trial pattern. Each training cycle contains 100
random trial patterns. We consider two scenarios where the
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Fig. 12. Multiple feature detection and recognition with multi-spike learning
rules. A, neuron’s membrane potential dynamics, after training (with the EML
rule), in response to a spike pattern stream where both features (shaded blue,
orange and green) and distractors (shaded gray) are embedded in a random
background activity. The desired output spike number for each target feature
is {1, 1, 1} (top) and {1, 2, 3} (bottom). B, the response of the neuron to
both features (coded with the same color in A) and background (black) along
learning. The left and right present the corresponding tasks in A. C, learning
efficiency of different multi-spike rules for the tasks of {1, 1, 1} (red) and
{1, 2, 3} (purple). The top panel shows the number of training cycles until
convergence, and the bottom is the average cpu time of a training cycle. Data
were collected over 100 independent runs.
neuron is trained to fire a desired number of spikes in response
to each feature pattern as: {1, 1, 1} and {1, 2, 3}. The neuron
is required to be silent to both distractors and background.
The total desired output spike number n∗out in response to a
trial pattern is n∗out =
∑
i cidi where ci is the occurrence
number of the i-th feature and di is the corresponding desired
output spike number for this feature pattern. We record the
convergence cycle at the point where the difference between
neuron’s actual and desired output response to all activity
patterns as well as background is less than 0.05 within 10
consecutive cycles.
Fig. 12 shows the learning performance. The multi-spike
learning can successfully detect multiple feature patterns that
are embedded in a complex background where both noise
and distractors are presented (Fig. 12A). Importantly, our
learning rule successfully demonstrates the ability of dis-
crimination in addition to detection within tens of training
cycles (Fig. 12A,B). Fig. 12C shows the learning efficiency
of different rules on the feature detection task. The EMLC
is relatively weak as compared to the others in terms of
convergence cycles, but is comparative to that of TDP and
MST in terms of cpu execution time. The challenging task
of feature detection involves a long duration of noise and
distractors where it is slightly harder to explore repetition with
the neuron’s current states (EMLC) than that with STS (the
others). As a result, our EMLC takes longer cycles to converge.
Our EML is the most efficient one among all these multi-spike
learning rules. It is around 2× faster in terms of cpu time
than that of TDP and MST for both scenarios. This efficiency
makes our learning a potential candidate to benefit low-power
neuromorphic computing.
IV. DISCUSSIONS
Central nervous systems use spikes for both information
transmission and processing [1], [2]. Spikes are believed to
play an essential role in low-power consumption which would
be of great importance to benefit devices such as mobiles
and wearables where energy consumption is one of the major
concerns [3], [11]. The efficiency is now one of the major
bottlenecks of deep learning methods [6], and thus attracts
more attention to neuromorphic computing [10], [14], [30],
[56], [57]. In this work, we make our contributions towards
this direction.
We first start with the spiking neuron model as it is the
building block for processing spike information. Different
spiking neuron models have been proposed with different
degrees for describing details of biological systems [20], [22],
[24], [25]. Complex models [22], [24] have a relatively high
biological plausibility, but are computationally inefficient as a
result. Simpler models [20], [25] are just more favorable in
neuromorphic computing [30], [56], [58] due to their simplic-
ity while being capable of processing spikes. In our work, we
present a further simplified neuron model where unit impulse
function is used to describe the effects of both synaptic
input and firing output on neuron’s membrane potential. We
convert this model to an SRM form based on which an event-
driven scheme is then introduced for processing. Remarkable
efficiency for both processing and learning is just obtained as
a result of our model (e.g. Fig. 6B, 7B and 8C). Note that,
our neuron model and learning can also benefit a step-based
computational scheme [12], [15], making it a favorable choice
for efficient processing and learning.
The new family of multi-spike learning rules [28], [44] are
recently developed to train neurons with a desired number
of spikes rather than precise timings. These learning rules
could be preferable to others [45], [49], [59] for making
decision and exploring temporal features from the signals.
This is because the multi-spike rules do not require precise
timing to be specified as an instructor, and importantly can be
generalized to different coding schemes [44]. We first develop
an STS-based learning rule, i.e. EML, following a similar
approach as in [28], [44]. Importantly, our EML rule inherits
the advantages of both MST and TDP, namely accuracy and
efficiency of derivative evaluation, respectively (see Fig. 5).
Differently, the simplicity of our EML makes it better than
the other two for processing and learning. In order to further
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improve the processing efficiency, we propose the EMLC rule
which has no dependence on STS, and thus accelerates the
processing as a result. Our simulation results show that the
EMLC is more efficient for association and recognition tasks
(Fig. 6, 7 and 8) as a result of STS avoidance, while the EML
outperforms the EMLC in the feature detection task because
critical thresholds could help to extract repeating information
in a complex background.
Classification is a typical ability of a learning system that
is widely studied in the field of neuromorphic computing
[14], [46], [49], [56], [58]–[60]. We examine the ability of
our proposed rules on this task with multi-category being
considered. Our learning rules are highly robust against a wide
range of different noise types, and importantly they are more
efficient than other learning rules (see Fig. 8). Since a single
neuron can be assigned to have different output spike numbers
in response to different categories, our learning rules can
thus empower single neurons to solve the multi-category tasks
(Fig. 9). Importantly, this classification ability of our learning
rules can be generalized to different spike coding schemes.
Therefore, the efficiency, robustness and generalization of our
learning rules make them a priority over others as a potential
spike-based classifier. With a proper encoding scheme, our
learning rules show a promising performance on some real-
world classification tasks [61].
Useful information is often embedded in the streams of
sensory activities, making detection of feature information
a challenging task (also called credit-assignment problem)
[28], [62], [63]. Numerous experiment data show that hu-
man brain leverages Bayesian principles to analyze sensory
stimuli and infer the hidden states from the complex envi-
ronment. Moreover, the unsupervised STDP rule has been
theoretically proven as an approximation of the Expectation-
Maximization(EM) algorithm in machine learning, which is
often used for parameter estimation with hidden states such
as Bayesian inference [64], [65]. Early studies demonstrate
that STDP can find the starts of repeating feature patterns
from a background in an unsupervised way [42], [54]. How-
ever, the success of STDP depends on certain experimental
conditions such as domination of depression and high initial
firing response. Additionally, our new results show that the
detection would not be sustained if further learning occurs due
to the domination of depression. Recent study also proves that
unsupervised learning is fundamentally impossible for certain
tasks [66]. On the other hand, our supervised learning rules
demonstrate a reliability in successfully detecting embedded
features over a broad range of different setups (Fig. 11). Im-
portantly, the teacher signals are weak ones by only specifying
the total number of spikes the neuron should elicit in response
to a spike pattern. The neuron can then automatically detect the
occurrence of each feature pattern. Moreover, discrimination
of feature patterns can be accomplished in addition to detec-
tion with the multi-spike learning rules. Again, our proposed
learning rule still outperforms the others in terms of efficiency
(Fig. 12) as expected.
It is important to note that our work is a preliminary
attempt to improve the capabilities of multi-spike learning
rules by providing efficient alternatives. We provide systematic
insight into various learning properties of our methods with
synthesized experiments, while leaving possible extension to
larger, more complex and practical problems unexplored in
this study. This leaves a room for future developments where a
proper encoding scheme is required to convert external stimuli
into spikes [18], [26], [28], [35], [57]. Another limitation of
our work is that only single-layer learning is examined. As
layered structure is inevitable in nervous systems and has
shown great importance in the success of deep learning [6],
a potential direction for future research is thus to extend the
learning capability to multi-layer structures. In spite of various
early efforts [13], [14], [34], it is still valuable and important
to examine the single-layered learning of spikes, in a way
to closely depict its performance boundary where a complex
structure would be unnecessary thanks to the computational
advantages of spiking neurons [21], [35], [43].
V. CONCLUSION
In this work, we proposed several new approaches towards
efficient processing and learning of spikes. Firstly, we in-
troduced a simple spiking neuron model and then converted
it to an efficient form for computation where an event-
driven scheme was presented. We highlighted the simplicity
of our model for implementations as well as its efficiency
for processing. Based on our neuron model, we proposed two
efficient multi-spike learning rules, namely EML and EMLC.
Our results showed that both our rules are more efficient for
spike processing than other baselines. In addition to efficiency,
our learning rules are highly robust to strong noise of different
types. In our feature detection experiment, we re-examined the
unsupervised STDP and found a new phenomenon of losing
selectivity due to the domination of depression. In contrast, our
proposed rules demonstrated a reliable learning over a wide
range of setups without specific constraints being imposed.
Moreover, our efficient learning rules can not only detect the
features but also discriminate them. In summary, the simplic-
ity, efficiency, robustness, generalization and computational
power of our rules could make them a preferable choice in
neuromorphic computing.
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